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I. Let Q be a compact space in Ek. The massivity, mn(Q), is a sequence defined

as follows: Let Xn be a set of n + 1 elements of Q; then

mn(Q) = max     min     \xt—xA.
jr„ = 0 Xi.XjeXnUti

Note that is what is normally defined to be the diameter of the space. Also

note that mn decreases to zero monotonely as n -> co. E.g., if Q is a set of measure

m > 0, mn(Q) is asymptotic to m/n; if Q is a /c-dimensional cube, w„(Ö) is asymptotic

to c/nllk [6, p. 21].

Qx will represent the interval 0gx:£ 1, and £>2 the square O^x, 1. Given a

function /(x) defined on g and a 8 > 0, the modulus of continuity of the function

f(x), cof(8), is defined as follows:

wf(8)=   sup \f(x)-f(y)\.
\x-y\St

For f(x) in /^(gi), we continue/(x) to have period 1, and we define

W/(8) = sup ( f1 |/(x+0-/(x)|2 dx)1'2,
ma \Jo 1

while forf(x, y) in L2(Q2) continued to have period 1 in x and in y

ov(S) =   sup   ( f f \f(x + t, y + s)-f(x, j)|2 dx d>)1/2-
f + s'SÖ2 \JoJo I

cu(8) is a nonnegative, nondecreasing continuous function of 8. /(x) is continuous

iff cu;(0 + ) = 0. Also, co(8) is sublinear, and hence cu/(8)äc8 for some constant c.

If «^(8) 5 8 for all 8 > 0,/(x) is said to be a contraction on g.

Let C(Q) be the space of all real valued continuous functions on Q and let P

be a finite dimensional subspace. Let K be the class of contractions on Q. We now

introduce the degree of approximation

pP = sup inf |j/-p||.
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We have the following general lower bound theorem for the degree of approxi-

mation: If the dimension of P is n, then />P^m„(0/2 [4]. If for some Q there

exists c such that p S cmn(Q) for all n, where P is the class of nth degree polynomials,

we can then say that P efficiently approximates all contractions on Q. If for some

family of compact sets ßc there exists c such that pP(Q)^cmn(Q) for all Q in QK

and for all n, then P can be said to approximate contractions efficiently on the

family QK.

The classic upper bound theorem is that of Dunham Jackson which says,

essentially, that polynomials approximate efficiently on Qx [3, p. 36]. More

recently, further results in this direction have been obtained. Yu. A. Brudnji [2]

and D. J. Newman simultaneously discovered that for Pn the class of nth degree

polynomials on linear sets Q of positive measure, the corresponding degree of

approximation, pn, for n sufficiently large, satisfies the inequality pn = cm/n, c

independent of Q. Newman and H. S. Shapiro have shown that polynomials

approximate efficiently on the family of cubes, spheres and balls of all dimensions

[6], On the other hand, polynomials are not efficient on the family of all rectangles

in the plane (and, hence, the two-dimensional analog of the result for linear sets

of positive measure cannot hold). In fact, there is even a (highly pathological)

linear set (of measure zero) on which polynomials are not efficient.

An nth degree polynomial in more than one variable will refer to a polynomial

in which the maximum degree in any single variable is less than n. Unless other-

wise specified, P and the corresponding p will refer to nth degree polynomials.

In this case, they will sometimes be denoted, respectively, Pn and pn. (Note that

Pn may have dimension greater than n.)

The term normal curve will be used for a compact continuous curve of finite

length contained in Q2. In this article we seek estimates for pP(Q) for Q a normal

curve.

II. Lemma 1. If Q is a normal curve, there exist cu c2>0 such that cJn = mn(Q)

^ c2\n.

Proof. The projection of Q on the x-axis (or the y-axis) must be a line segment

[a, b]. Consider the points {a + k(b-a)/n, k = 0, 1,..., n}. Invert back to n+1

corresponding points of Q to get the set Xn. The x-coordinate (or the ^-coordinate)

of the minimum distance between any two points of Xn is (b — a)/n, giving

mn(Q)^(b-a)/n. Also, mn(Q) = 2L/n, whereL is the length of Q. For, otherwise,

there would be n +1 nonintersecting discs of radius L/n, with their centers being

elements of Q. The portion of Q contained within these discs would have length

-2L. This contradiction establishes Lemma 1.

Lemma 2. On Q2, there exist cu c2 > 0 such that cjn < pn < c2/n.

This lemma is a special case of the more general theorem of Newman and

Shapiro [6, Theorem 4, p. 212].
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Lemma 3. Let f(x) be a function defined on S<=Q, Q a compact set in En, where

f(x) has modulus of continuity cu(8). Then there is a function f*(x) defined on Q

with the following properties:

(a) f*(x)=f(x),xeS,

(b) \f*(x)~f*(y)\ fs<»(d(x, y)), where d(x,y) is the distance from x to y. (In

other words, a function can be extended without changing its modulus of continuity.)

Proof. It is sufficient to show that / can be properly extended to one point x

not in S, for the result would then follow by transfinite induction.

For all x, y in S,

f(x)-f(y)^co(d(x,y))

s; w(d(x, x) + d(y, x)), by the triangle inequality and by the

fact that a> is nondecreasing,

S u)(d(x, x)) + co(d(y, x)), by sublinearity of w.

Hence, for any x we can find a so that

f(x)-w(d(x,x)) ^ a ^ f(x) + co(d(x,x)).

Defining f*(x) to be a, we have

\f(x)-f(x)\ = w(d(x,x)). Q.E.D.

Corollary. Let fbe a contraction on S<^Q, Q^E". Then f can be extended as a

contraction on Q.

Lemma 4. The binomials x'y', 0=i,jHn, generate on the curve J,%=0;m = o akmxkym

= 0 a vector space of dimension less than 3 An.

Proof. Let 5 be the space generated by the x*y}, 0£i, /_« on the entire plane.

Consider the space generated by the x'y', OS/, j^n on the restriction to the given

algebraic curve. A basis of the binomials for this space spans, on the plane, a

subspace So of S. Another subspace of S is generated by those binomials span-

ning 5 which are not included in the basis for S0. Note that the dimension of

S is (n+ l)2. We must show that dim S0 < 3Nn. For n < N, the result is trivial. Now,

xyj^akmxkym, 0£i,j£n-N,
0

are linearly independent elements of Sx. Hence dim S^(n — N)2. Thus

dim S0 = dimS-dim 5X = (n+l)2-(n-A)2 < 3nA,     n ^ N,

and the lemma is proved.

Lemma 5. If Q is a normal curve, then there exist cx, c2>0 such that cxjn2< pn

< c2/n for all n.
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Proof. Since the dimension of the space spanned by nth degree polynomials on

Q is ^n2, we have p^m^ß'SzcJn2, by the general lower bound theorem and

Lemma 1. To prove the right hand inequality, we can consider any contraction on

Q to be extended, by the corollary to Lemma 3, as a contraction to Q2. Now

Pn{Q) = Pn(Ö2) = c2/"2, by Lemma 2, completing the proof.

Theorem 1. If Q is the restriction of an algebraic curve

2     = o
i = 0; j = 0

to Q2, then there exist cu c2>0 such that cjn^ pn(Q)^c2/n.

Proof. From Lemma 4, the general lower bound theorem and Lemma 1,

pn= l/6Nn, while pn^c/n by Lemma 5.

For Q a normal curve, the trivial estimates of cjn and c2/n2 as upper and lower

bounds for pn have been established. If the dimension of nth degree polynomials

on Q is equal to O(n), then cjn<pn< c2jn (as in the case where Q is an algebraic

curve). If the dimension of nth degree polynomials on Q is of greater order than n,

say of order n2, to what extent can the trivial estimates for pn be improved?

Theorem 2 and Theorem 5 provide a partial answer to this question. It is toward

the establishment of these theorems that we conclude this section with several

additional lemmata. In Theorem 1 pn can be taken in the L2 norm or the sup norm,

where what is meant by ||/||L2 on the normal curvey=g(x) is (jo\f(x,g(x))\2 dx)112.

In all following results pP will be considered in L2 only.

We denote by CP the set of all <p(x) with L2[0, 1] norm one which are in the

orthogonal complement of P.

Lemma 6.

Pp = sup  f <p(t) dt ■
veCp I Jo |tz

For proof, cf. [5, Lemma 2, p. 942].

We recall that F(x) is said to be in the Paley-Wiener class for the upper half

plane, PW, if

(a) P is analytic in the upper half plane, and

P  \F(x + iy)\2 dx < M forallj>0,
J - 00

or, equivalently,

(b) F(z) = p eizxcp{x) dx,     <p(x) e L2[0, co].

For proof of the equivalence of (a) and (b), and for the general Paley-Wiener

theory, the reader is referred to [7, pp. 1-13].
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Lemma 7. Let P={x\ A e A}, where 0 e A, A5 0. Then

\F(x+i)\2     *2 + (A-l/2)2 dx

pKQi) = sup J-.  x2 + l/4 U,2 + (A + 3/2)

f \F(x)\2dx
J — 00

For proof, cf. [5, Lemma 3, p. 943].

It is convenient to adopt the following notation:

.//4, l_T-r ;c2 + (A-l/2)2M(A) = m,ax FTTp4 n ^TTTTW*

Lemma 8. For P defined as in Lemma 7, pp(Qi)^ M(A).

Since, by Parseval's Identity,

P  \F(x+i)\2dx <: r  \F(x)\2dx,      for all Fe PW,
J — CO J — oo

Lemma 8 is a corollary to Lemma 7.

Lemma 9. //■ |22=o flfc**| g 1 whenever 0 g x ^ 1, then

, I < ?ak <n + k-l)\
lkl = (n-k)\{2k)\

Furthermore, these are the best possible bounds for \ak\.

To derive this bound, one demonstrates that cos 2«(arc cos x1'2), which is

equal to

v / nfc?afc n(n + k-\)\

^y '     (n-k)\(2k)\ '

is maximal for each coefficient. For proof, see [1, p. 30]. Note that the above

upper bounds yield the estimate \ak\ ^32n for all k.

Lemma 10. If\2l2.0akxk"l\^\,0<8^x^l, then

I 3 \2n2

H = (rrs) -    k = o,\,...,n2.

Proof. Assume |2S2 akwk\ g 1, 0<     w£ 1. Let y = (w-8)/(l -5). Then

2ak((l-&)y + S)* =\2bkyk\£\, 0|^1.
0

Then, by Lemma 9, \bk\ ̂ 32"2. This, in turn, gives

■   I    / 3 \2n2

Letting w=x1,n, the result follows.
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Lemma 11. Let p,q,nbe integers, p<q^n, with p, q relatively prime. The inequality

kq<pm1+qm2<(k+l)q, mu m2, k positive integers, has at least k solutions in

mu m2 whenever k^q-\. For q-\ <k^n, the inequality has q- 1 solutions.

Proof. The solutions in mu m2 of kq<pm1+qm2<(k+l)q are the same as the

solutions in mu m2 of k<m1p/q + m2<k+\. mlPjq is a nonintegral rational

which is less than k for any mx in {1, 2,..., k}. Thus, letting m2 = 1 + [k — mlp/q],

there is exactly one solution for my — 1, 2,..., k, hence at least k solutions.

Similarly, for k^q, mlP/q+ 1 + [k — m1p/q] are solutions for m=l, 2,1,

and the lemma is proved.

III. Our main theorems are Theorem 2 and Theorem 5.

Theorem 2. If Q is the set (x, ex), O^x^ 1, then there exist cu c2>0 such that

-572 = max min !/(*> ex)-p(x, ex)\\L2 S j^,
n fek   pePn n

i.e., cjn312SpnSc2jn312 in the L2 norm.

Let a be an irrational number, a will be called of degree f(n) if there exist p, n

such that \a—p/n\ < l//(«) for infinitely many n.

Theorem 5. Let a, O-ce^ceSl be an irrational of degree n4(3/(l-8))2n2,

0 < 8 < 1. Let Q be the set of points (x, x"), 8 S x S 1 • Then there exists a subsequence

Pn, of pn and constants cu c2 > 0 such that, in the L2 norm, c^\nf2 S pnt S c2/n312.

Proof of Theorem 2. We are approximating with linear combinations of

xkemx, k, m^n. By Lemma 6,

Pn = sup
(PeCp

f <p(t) dt , where f <p(x)xkemx dx = 0, k, m ^ n,
Jo Jo

or, letting te = ex, where

(1) f <p(>)(log tyt*-1 dt = 0,      /c, m S n.
/l/e

Let

F(z) = f <p(t)t-«z + ll2)dt.
Jlle

Letting t = e~u, we note that FePW. Setting Ä: = 0 in (1), we get F((m + £)/)=0,

m^n-\. Setting &=1 in (1) and integrating by parts, we get F'((w + ^)i) = 0,

m^n—l. For general /c, integration by parts k times yields

(2) F'k)((m + i)i) = 0, wgn-1.

(In each case the boundary terms drop out by the orthogonality of <p to xkemx.)
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Since F(x) = J"«, eiuxe-ul2<p(e-u) du, Parseval's Identity yields

1 /»OO /»CG /*1

(3) ^       |F(x)|2dx =       e-«\<p(e~«)\2 du =     |<p(0|2 *7 = 1.
-^7r J- co J- oo Jo

Integrating by parts,

F(z) ■»-«■+!» P <p(M) </M + (iz + 1 /2) f1 ' -(i2 + 3'2) f ?<«) d« dV.
Jo Jl/e Jo

But 93 is orthogonal to 1, hence

F(z) = (7z+1/2) f1 t-«*+ai» P<p{ü)dudt.
Jl/e Jo/1/e

Thus

F(x + i)

/•oo /•e~ü

ghw-n/a <p(u)dudv.
J- oo Jo

Hence, by Parseval's Identity,

H> i r. "^rif * - r. i r ** * r * - £ i £ *
It follows from (2) and the general Paley-Wiener theory that

is in PW. Further, since \x + i(m+1/2)| = \x-i(m +1/2)|, (3) gives

(5) ±- f |g(x)|2rfx = 1,
^ J- 00

and (4) becomes

pip 1 r ig(*+oi2 ^ /x2+(m-i/2)Y^
(6) Jo j Jo *„) d,   A = £     L^_i- mn t U + (^ + 3/2)2) *■

From (5), (6) and Lemma 6 we get

f-  |g(x+/)|2 „   /x2 + (/*-l/2)2\"

J-oo x2+l/4  mlnl1U2 + (m + 3/2)2/l
(7) pi = sup

GsPW
P \G(x)\2dx

J — CO

But ||G(x+/)ma = |G(x)||!a. Hence

1 -j—r   /x2 + (m-l/2)2\"

P" = T^J^ lx2 + (m + 3/2)2]

(x2 + l/4)2"-1
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We note that the function x = x(n) at which the max is taken on must go to infinity

with n, for, if not, the upper bound thus obtained for pn would grossly violate the

general lower bound theorem. This being the case,

p"<cmrWTnr-

The max occurs at x2 = 2n3 - n2, and the maximum value is c(2n3 — n2) ~ 1/2(1 — l/2n)n,

which tends to c/(2e)ll2n312, giving the desired upper bound.

Choosing G(z) = 1 /(z + in312) we get from (7) that

> J-ooX2 \x2 + n2)

dx

O  w    J — OO \-/v     I  It   I       x-' + n

Pn t" dx

J-xx2 + n3

> n™_ r2"3'2 i_ (  x2  \2n dx

= T Jn3'2  x2 \x2 + n2)   x2 + n3

> C' f2 du - — OFF)
= rr2e2n3 j\ w2+l _ n3' ^

Our interest will now, temporarily, be turned from linear combinations of xk,

k = 0, 1,..., n as approximating functions to approximation with linear combina-

tions of xklQ, k = 0, 1, 2,..., nq, on the interval Q,. We refer to the latter space

and the corresponding degree of approximation as P^q and p*q.

Since Pn<^P^q, it follows from Jackson's theorem that there is a cx such that

p*q^cjnq. By the general lower bound theorem, there is a c2 such that p*q^c2/n.

The following result, in addition to being of independent interest, will be used in

the proof of Theorem 4.

Theorem 3. There exist constants cu c2 >0 such that cjnq112^ p*q^c2/nq112.

Proof. By Lemma 7,

f-  |P(x+Ql21^x2 + (A:/g-l/2)2
J-.  x2+\jA  i{x2 + (k/g+3l2)2aX

(8) p$q = sup -—-. /* oo

\F(x)\s
J — oo

while, by Lemma 8,

(9) Pfq g M(A),   where A = {fe/^r | fc = 0,1,...,

But, by cancellation,

20-1

(10) M(A) = max (x2 +1/4)"1 ]H[ (*2 +W<7- 1/2)2)   n    (*a + 07? + 3/2)2)"1.
* = 0 ) = «n - 2a + 1

By (9) and by the general lower bound theorem, M cannot fall off faster than c/n*.

The point x = x(n, q) where the max is taken on must go to infinity with n or q,
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for, if not, (10) would yield M=0(\ln2gn). We now have, from (10), that there

exist positive constants kx, k2 such that

The max in (11) is determined to be at x2 = 2qn2-n2, yielding M=0(\\n2q).

Thus, from (9) we have

(12) P* = 0(l//<2).

Choosing F(z) = l/(z+inq112), we have, from (8) and (11),

P c ( x2 Y" dx
> J_oo x2 \x2 + n2)   x2 + n

r dx
J-oo x2 + ri'q

nq^ f2"*1'2 c I  x2 \2"

Jn«1'a   x2\x2 + n2)

c

x2 + n2q

?1/2 (1 + 1/?)~29 jx2 + „2g ^ n2q'■ntiq1

which, together with (12), proves the theorem.

Let Q be the curve y=xplQ, p, q relatively prime, 8£x^ 1. Consider the family

of all such Q. Since these curves are algebraic, Theorem 1 implies c1/n S pn 5| c2/n.

However, for each Q in the family, the constants, cx, c2, although independent of

n, might well depend on which particular curve from the family is under considera-

tion, i.e, Cj and/or c2 may be nontrivial functions of p and/or q. We shall now con-

cern ourselves with more precise estimates for pn—estimates that will yield the

order of magnitude as a function of which Q from the family is under consideration.

The following result in this direction will be crucial to the proof of Theorem 5.

Theorem 4. Let Q be the set (x, xplQ), 8 S jc S 1, p, q relatively prime. Then there

exist cu c2 >0 such that, in the L2 norm, Cx/nq112SpnSc2/nq112 for n, p, q such that

n^q.

Proof. We note that for y = xplQ, approximating with nth degree polynomials in

x and y is the same as approximating with xi + ip!", 0^i,j^n.

Letf*(x)=f(x, x"19) be defined for S^xS 1. Now

\\f(x, xpl")-Pn(x, xpl")\\ = !/*(*)-2 at^w \\.

Also, the slope of f*(x),

n/*O0-/*(*)II = \\f{y,yv'q)-f{x,xp<")\\ d((x,x»>% (y,yp*))
d{x,y) *n(jJ'"))'        d(x,y)        =^+m> >

where m is the maximum slope for y=xp"1 on [8, 1]. Since m<\/8, we have
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\\f*(y)-f*ix)\\£M\y-x\, M=(\ + 1/82)1'2. Thus f*(x)/M is in Ki8, 1). Hence
the assertion of our theorem is equivalent to the existence of cu c2 such that

fix)- J atpf*^
i,j = 0

< °2

nq112
(13) —hs =  max m^n

nq JeK(ö,l) {atl}

First, the left inequality in (13) will be established. Define

II nq

ptaia, b) max min /(*)- T akxm
feK(a.b) {ak) \\ ^Tq

Lemma 12. P2*,(S, 1)^(1-8)^(0, 1).

Proof. With respect to p*nQ(0, 1), consider the coefficients {bk} for the function,

g, that maximizes. Then
II        2nq II

=pJ„(0, 1).
II o II

Let fix) = (1 - 8)gHx-8)/(l - 8)). fix) is in K(8, 1). Now

2nd

2 akxk>" = 2(1- 8)bkiix-h)li\-8)Y"<
o

is the best approximating polynomial to fix) on [8, 1]. For, suppose the contrary,

i.e.,

\\2ckxk'"-fix)\\ < |J2(i-w(^-s)/(i-s)r9-/w|

on [8, 1]. Then, on [0, 1],

||2cfc((l-o)x + 3)^-/((l-S)x+S)|| ^ ||2(l-8)/3^"-/((l-8)x + 3)||

s l2Q-*W9-f!(x)l

contrary to the assumption that the bk minimized for g. Hence,

P*nQ(8, 1) ̂  |2 (1 -8)bkiix-8)Hl-8)r«-fix)\\   on [8, 1]

= (i-3)||2^-8)/(1-8)),c,I,-^(x-8)/(1-8))| on t8' u

= (1-8)12^-^)1   on [0,1]

= 0-3)p2*n9(0, 1),

and Lemma 12 is established. Now,

max min||/W-2^i+,p,9l = p*«£8> !> = 0-8)<>UO, 1) ̂

the last inequality following from Theorem 3.

We now prove the upper bound in (13). Let /be extended, as a contraction, to

[0, 1]. Lemma 8 now reduces the proof of the desired inequality to showing that

M(A) < c/n2q,   where A = {i+jp/q, 0 ^ i, j g n}.
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Let x = x(n, q) be the point x at which the max in M(A) is taken on. As in the proof

of Theorem 2, x(n, q), for fixed q, must tend to infinity with n. Observe that

(x2 + (A - 1 /2)2)l(x2 + (A + 3/2)2) is an increasing function of A for A > 4( 1 + x2)112 - 2,

and decreasing for A less than this quantity. Let a be fixed. We consider two possible

cases:

Case I. l/x(n,q) = 0(\ln).

Then there is some c such that (x2 + (A — l/2)2)/(x2 + (A + 3/2)2) is decreasing for

all \<cn. Let A0 be {A e A | A<c«}. M(A0)ä M{A). The facts that

(x2 + (A - 1 /2)2)/(x2 + (A + 3/2)2) < 1,

that this quotient is a decreasing function of A, and that, by Lemma 11, there are

at least min (/c, q— 1) members of A0 between k and k+\ for k + \<cn imply

that M(A1)>M(A0), where

Ax = {i+j/q, OSfS [at], 0 S j S min (/, q)}.

That is,

1, 1+1/9,

2, 2+ I/o, 2 + 2/ff,

3, 3 + 1/?, 3 + 2/?,      3 + 3/?,

4, 4+1/?, 4 + 2/?, 4+3/?,

ff-1,      ?-l + l/?,       ?-l+2/?, ?-l+(?-l)/?,

q, q+^lq, q + 2/q, q + (q-l)/q,

[ai-l],   [cn-l]+l/q,   [c«-l] + 2/?, [cn-\] + (q-\)/q}.

By the cancellation of the terms in the product (all but the first two and last two

entries in each column cancel) we have

1      «    x2 + (k + k/q-\l2)2    x2 + (/c + /t/?+l/2)2
max ^2 + ^ j| ^2 - ([cw] + ^ + j /2)2 • x2 + {[cn] + kjq+3/2)2

which is of the order of

1 /     /    c2n2 — k2\\2 1       / c2n2 — k2\

1       / 2c2n2q-q3/3\
ax -2 exp-2 , 2
*  x2      \      x2 + «2 /

or

max

But the maximum (away from the origin) is taken at x2 = n2(2c?2 — l)-?3/3, where

we get M(A1) = 0(\/qn2), and the estimate is established for Case 1.
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Case II. We now suppose that \/x(n,q) is not =0(l/n). Then there is a subse-

quence of {«} for which x(n, q) = 0(n). Let A2 = {A e A | A> [4x]}. M(A2)> M(A).

Now, that (x2 + (A-l/2)2)/(x2 + (A + 3/2)2) is an increasing function of A bounded

by 1 implies, in view of Lemma 11, that M(A3) > M(A2), where

Aa = {i-jlq I [4x] g / ^ «, 0 g j g min ft <?)}.

That is,

A3 = {[4x]-min([4x],q-l)/q, \_4x\-2\q,       \4x\-\\q, [4*],

[4x]+l-min([4x]+l,?-l)/9, [4x] +1 -2/?,  [4*] +1-1/?, [4x] + l,

[4x] + 2-min([4x] + 2,<7-l)/<7, [4x] + 2-2/<7,  [4x] + 2-l/?, [4x] + 2,

n-(q-\)/q, «-2/?, «-l/?, «}.

By cancellation of terms in the product, we have

tf/\ ,_ 1    "TT" ^2 + ([4x]-^-l/2)2 x2 + ([4x]-^-3/2)2
MtA3j = max^^    ^     ** + (»-*/?+l/2)a • x2 + {n_kjq_lj2f ■

Thus, for the subsequence of n for which x = 0(n), we have

M(A3) = 0(cx2/n2)a,   a = min ([4x], q).

Hence, for these values of n, M(A) < M(A3)< 1/n5, which is impossible by the

lower bound theorem. Thus Case II cannot occur and the theorem is established.

We are now in a position where we can give a proof of Theorem 5: Consider

all n for which there exist p such that \a-p/n\< l/«2(3/(l - S))2"2. This is a subse-

quence rii of n, and defines our subsequence pnt of pn. For convenience of notation,

the subscripts will be dropped, i.e., nx will be referred to as n. It will be shown that

(14) ecjln312 ^ Pn ^ Icjen312.

(Here Ci and c2 are the same constants as those in Theorem 4.)

Extend f(x, y), now defined as a contraction on y = xa, to be a contraction on the

square O^x, j5= 1. That this can be done follows, again, from the corollary to

Lemma 3. Consider the curve y = xpln. Then

(15) \xa-x"ln\ < l/e«*(3/(l-8))2n2.

By Theorem 4, there exists pn(x, y) such that

(16) \\pn(x, x"ln)-f(x, x*"*)|| S c2/n312.

Now,

\\Pn(x,X")-f(x,X«)\\ ^ lPn(x,X*)-Pn(x,X»*)\\

(17) + \\pn(x,xpln)-f(x,xp"l)\\

+ «/(*, x»*)-f(x,**)l
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Since /is a contraction, it follows from (15) that

(18) \\f{x, x»»)-f(x, x°)\\ = 1/enVKl - 8))2"2.

Now,

\\pn(x,x«)-pn(x,xpln)\\ s max \pn(x,xa)-pn(x,xp'n)\
6SxSl

s max 2 {l^Pn{x,y)\
ösxsi \ayK ly = xv

by Taylor's Theorem. But this is

dk
ayPrkx, y)

£/j4(3/(l-8))2"2

by (15). But, by Lemma 10, the coefficients of pn(x, xpln) are bounded by

(3/(1 - 8))2"2. Hence, we have

(19) \\pn(x,x^-pn(x,x"^ < l/en2.

Substitution of (16), (18), and (19) in (17) yields the upper bound asserted in (14).

To establish the lower bound, we note that

\\Pn(x, x*)-f(x, xa)\\ + \\Pn(x, x")-Pn(x, xpln)\\ + I fix, xpln)~f(x, x")\\

^ \\Pn(x,xpln)-f(x,xpln)\\,

and hence that by (18), (19) and Theorem 4,

||pB(x, x«)-fix, x*)\ ^ „m-p-^ = 2^r2- Q-E.d.
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